ARRL FRED FISH MEMORIAL AWARD APPLICATION FORM

Note: Contacts must be confirmed with all 488 grid squares in the 48 contiguous United States on the 6 meter (50 MHz) band.

Callsign:______________________________ → from Grid Locator → (____________ )

Ex Callsigns:______________________________

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

City:_________________________ State:_________ Zip Code:___________________________

Email Address: ____________________________

Applicant’s Total Number of Grid Locators Confirmed on 6 Meters: __________

“I affirm that I have observed all the FFMA rules as well as all pertinent government regulations established for Amateur Radio in my country. I agree to be bound by the ARRL Awards Committee. (Decisions of the ARRL Awards Committee are final.)”

___________________________________ Callsign ______________________ Date

VHF Awards Manager Verification: “I have verified these contacts as set forth by the rules of the VUCC Program.”

___________________________________ Callsign ______________________ Date

Application Directions

1) Complete all fields.
2) Sort cards alphabetically by field and numerically within the required fields.
3) Contact your VHF Awards Manager before sending cards to assure they are available to make arrangements for checking.
4) Provide Awards Manager all fees ($10.00 award processing and if necessary, return mailing cost). The Awards Manager is responsible for sending paperwork to ARRL.
5) DO NOT SEND CARDS TO ARRL HEADQUARTERS.

Payment Details

Check or Money Order _____________

Credit Card # ____________________________ Exp Date: _____________
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